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Abstract
Aerial imagery has been increasingly adopted in
mission-critical tasks, such as traffic surveillance,
smart cities, and disaster assistance. However,
identifying objects from aerial images faces the fol-
lowing challenges: 1) objects of interests are often
too small and too dense relative to the images; 2)
objects of interests are often in different relative
sizes; and 3) the number of objects in each cat-
egory is imbalanced. A novel network structure,
Points Estimated Network (PENet), is proposed in
this work to answer these challenges. PENet uses
a Mask Resampling Module (MRM) to augment the
imbalanced datasets, a coarse anchor-free detector
(CPEN) to effectively predict the center points of
the small object clusters, and a fine anchor-free de-
tector FPEN to locate the precise positions of the
small objects. An adaptive merge algorithm Non-
maximum Merge (NMM) is implemented in CPEN
to address the issue of detecting dense small ob-
jects, and a hierarchical loss is defined in FPEN
to further improve the classification accuracy. Our
extensive experiments on aerial datasets visDrone
(Zhu et al., 2018) and UAVDT (Du et al., 2018)
showed that PENet achieved higher precision re-
sults than existing state-of-the-art approaches. Our
best model achieved 8.7% improvement on vis-
Drone and 20.3% on UAVDT.
1 Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) equipped with a high-
resolution camera can be applied to a wide range of appli-
cations, including traffic surveillance, smart cities assistance,
and disaster respond and recovery. These aerial images are
different from the natural imagery datasets, such as COCO
(Lin et al., 2014), ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and Pascal
VOC (Everingham et al., 2010) in the following perspectives:
(1) the aerial images are in high-resolution, e.g. the images
in visDrone (Zhu et al., 2018) are about 2, 000 × 1, 500 pix-
els, while most of the images are less than 500 × 500 pixels
in COCO (Lin et al., 2014); (2) the aerial dataset contains
both small, dense objects and sparse, large objects. This is
because the elevation of the UAVs changes when collecting
(a) large and sparse objects (b) small and dense objects
Figure 1: The size of the objects varies from small to large due to
different elevations. In (b), when recording from a high perspective,
the objects are small and dense in the high resolution image, making
it difficult to detect all the objects in aerial images.
the images. As shown in Figure 1, the size of cars in Figure
1b and Figure 1a varies from extremely small to relatively
large; (3) current public aerial imagery datasets are fairly im-
balanced with certain types of objects poorly represented. For
instance, the total number of cars in visDrone (Zhu et al.,
2018) are 144,866, while the number of awning tricycle in
the same datasets is merely 3,246. In addition, different cat-
egories are not equally distinctive: some share more similar-
ities than others. e.g. In visDrone (Zhu et al., 2018) dataset,
the pedestrian category shares many features with the people
category but has little in common with the cars category. In
the rest of this paper, we denote this phenomenon as Categor-
ical Similarity Problems (CSP).
Theses differences between aerial images and natural im-
ages makes it challenging to detect objects in aerial images.
Recently, CNN-based detectors demonstrated better perfor-
mance than the handcrafted detectors (Moranduzzo and Mel-
gani, 2014). However, these CNN detectors, including R-
CNN families (Girshick, 2015; He et al., 2017), Yolo and
SSD families (Redmon et al., 2016; Pedoeem and Huang,
2018; Liu et al., 2016) and CornerNet families (Law and
Deng, 2018; Zhou et al., 2019), are all trained from natu-
ral images. Due to the aforementioned differences, directly
applying the CNN detectors to aerial images will not achieve
promising results. In particular, the lack of good processing
strategy in high-resolution images and insufficient samples of
certain categories are the main reasons to be accounted for.
”Coarse-to-fine” pipeline was proposed to deal with the
problem of resolution and size difference. When the ob-
ject size is large, the detectors can detect it even after the
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Figure 2: The Overall structure of PENet. MRM augments small objects in the images while CPEN locates the cluster chips from the original
high-resolution images. A position refinement is then applied to the candidate cluster chips and the output is fed into FPEN which also takes
the input of the original image. The prediction results of FPEN are fused together as the final detection results.
high-resolution images are down-sampled. When the ob-
ject sizes are small, the detectors can first find the sub-
regions, denoted as clusters, that contains a series of small
objects, and detect the small objects based on the clusters.
The pipeline is a trade-off of performance and computa-
tion efficiency. (Unel et al., ) split the images evenly to
show the power of tiling in small object detection. (Gao
et al., 2018) proposed a dynamic zoom-in strategy to speed
up the detection with Reinforcement Learning. (Yang et
al., 2019) used K-means to generate high-quality annota-
tions to train a network to find better clusters. To relieve the
symptoms of insufficient data samples, (Chen et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2019) reused the samples from the original im-
ages to augment the dataset.
In this paper, we propose the novel PENet structure to de-
tect objects in aerial images. Illustrated in Figure 2, PENet
has three components: Mask Re-sampling Module (MRM),
Coarse-PENet (CPEN), and Fine-PENet (FPEN). MRM is
added between the raw images and CPEN to augment ob-
ject samples, especially those small confusing objects. CPEN
generates the center points of high-quality clusters of small
objects using an algorithm Non Maximun Merge (NMM). The
cluster chips are then fed into FPEN for further precise de-
tection. Meanwhile, the original images are also forwarded
to FPEN to detect large objects from the aerial images. The
output from FPEN are combined to provide the final detec-
tion results. When training FPEN, a hierarchical loss is ap-
plied to address the CSP. In addition, the hierarchical loss
makes it possible to jointly train a robust model for different
aerial datasets.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We proposed a novel PENet to detect objects of various
sizes from high resolution and imbalanced datasets.
• We presented an re-sampling algorithm MRM, a cluster
generating algorithm NMM and a hierarchical loss ap-
proach. Each of them can be independently applied to
CNN-based detectors.
• We achieved state-of-the-art results in visDrone (Zhu et
al., 2018) and UAVDT (Du et al., 2018).
2 Related Works
In this section, we review data augmentation methods, bench-
marks of object detectors, both anchor-based and anchor-free,
followed by recent explorations in aerial images. Due to page
limit, we focus on the most relevant work and highlight the
differences between the proposed solution and the existing
approaches.
2.1 Data Augmentation
To enlarge dataset, researchers have implemented many
methods to augment the data, such as random crop, flipping,
and inputs with multi-scale. In aerial imagery datasets, an
observation is that the instances from different categories are
imbalanced. To mitigate the issues caused by the imbalanced
data, (Kisantal et al., 2019) pasted small objects to random
positions on the training images to improve performance.
(Chen et al., 2019) improved this approach by considering
perspective and reasonableness. They argued that the pasted
car instance should be on the road instead of ”flying” in the
sky. Therefore they proposed Adasampling to logistically re-
sample the instances. They also discovered that segmenta-
tion results are noisy if pre-trained models from natural im-
age datasets are used unmodified. Eroding and median filters
were used in their work to partially remove the noises. In con-
trast, we annotated the segmentation labels and fine-tuned the
segmentation models from the aerial images datasets. The
high-quality segmentation results act as masks and provide
prior information to enable one-step small object pasting. As
a result, our MRM can quickly generate augmented data with
better quality.
2.2 CNN-based Object Detectors
The CNN-based object detectors can be divided into two ma-
jor types: anchor-based detectors and anchor-free detectors.
The anchor-based detectors use generated anchor candidates
to locate the objects and use a fixed IoU to suppress the nega-
tive anchors. In recent years, the most representative anchor-
based object detectors are the Faster-RCNN families (Gir-
shick, 2015; He et al., 2017), YoLo families (Redmon et al.,
2016; Redmon and Farhadi, 2017), and SSD families (Liu et
al., 2016). However, the anchor-based detectors rely on good
prior anchor sizes, which are often ’inherited’ from different
datasets. Problem arises when the ratio of the height and the
width is significantly different, making the prior anchor size
hard to be determined. In addition, most anchor candidates
are negative, leading to an imbalance between negative and
positive anchors and resulting poor performance in final de-
tection. To address the imbalance in negative and positive
anchor candidates, RetinaNet (Lin et al., 2017b) introduced
focal loss by revising the standard cross-entropy loss.
The anchor-free detectors detect the objects based on point
estimation. DeNet (Tychsen-Smith and Petersson, 2017) es-
timates the object locations by the top-left, bottom-left or
bottom-right corner of a bounding box. It then generates
the corner combinations and classifies the anchors using two-
stage methods. Point Linking Network (PIL) (Wang et al.,
2017) predicts the four locations as well as the center of the
objects. CornerNet (Law and Deng, 2018) predicts the top-
left and bottom-right corners of the bounding boxes and uses
corner pooling to combine the corners to get the results. Key-
point estimation (Zhou et al., 2019) predicts the corners or the
center points and achieved better performance than previous
methods.
Our work adopted anchor-free detectors as the backbone.
This is because it is difficult to find good prior anchor sizes
that work for all the objects when they have different rela-
tive sizes. (LaLonde et al., 2018) also showed that it is easier
to locate extremely small objects with points instead of an-
chors. Our further experiments also show that CNN detectors
based on point estimation achieve better performance in aerial
datasets.
2.3 Object Detection in Aerial Image
The challenge of detecting objects in aerial images is to locate
the small objects in high-resolution images. Ultimately, the
goal is to make it fast and accurate. However, to the best of
our knowledge, none of the existing detectors can achieve this
goal. A more realistic approach is to find a better trade-off
between accuracy and computational efficiency. The work-
flow is to find low-resolution image chips from the original
images; apply aforementioned detectors; and combine the re-
sults. Therefore, the task is to minimize the number of clus-
ters while maintaining good accuracy. (Gao et al., 2018) used
a reinforcement learning strategy to adaptively zoom in the
sub-regions for fine detection. (Yang et al., 2019) designed a
clusDet network and partitioned a high-resolution image into
multiple small image chips for detection. (Unel et al., ) imple-
mented the power of tiling for small object detection.While
the existing methods are predominantly anchor-based, our
proposed anchor-free PENet is different from all of them.
Unlike (Gao et al., 2018), our CPEN can adapatively gen-
erate clusters for different images in the dataset. Compared
to (Yang et al., 2019), our design does not need ROI pooling
and scalenet. Instead, our CPEN can adapatively generate
the clusters and remove some overlapped clusters with posi-
tion refinement. (Unel et al., ) splits an image evenly with
fixed sizes, while our approach offers a few options for the
users to choose as a trade-off between performance and com-
putation efficiency: the fastest version generates fewer image
chips, while the best model achieves better accuracy.
3 Methodology
3.1 Overview
The structure of PENet is shown in Figure 2. We first use
a Mask Resampling Module (MRM) for data augmentation.
We then apply Non-Maximum Merge (NMM) algorithm to
merge the small objects into several clusters of similar sizes.
Through Coarse Points Estimation Net (CPEN), we get the
ImgPoolsSegNet
Mask 
Sampling
Figure 3: Pipeline of MRM. The segmentation network is a fine-
tuned network on aerial image datasets, and image pools contain
all the confusing objects from the categories in the training data.
The MRM will find the proper position to paste the objects into the
original images.
candidate center points and the size of the clusters. The clus-
ter chips are then processed by position refinement (PR) and
results are fed into Fine Points Estimation Net (FPEN) to de-
tect the center points and the sizes of small objects. The
FPEN also employs hierarchical loss for better classifica-
tion results. Large objects can be detected by using stan-
dard down-sampling approach by feeding the image direct
into FPEN. The final results are obtained by fusing the local
results from all the cluster chips and the global results from
the original image.
3.2 MRM
One of the problems in current aerial images datasets is the
imbalanced categories. For example, VisDrone (Zhu et al.,
2018) has 144,866 cars instances in total, while the num-
ber of awning tricycle is merely 3,246. Without appropriate
pre-processing, our experiments demonstrated that the accu-
racy on cars are far better than the accuracy on awning tri-
cycles. Previous work in RRnet (Chen et al., 2019) showed
that randomly re-sample the images may lead to background
mismatch and scale mismatch. They proposed to use a pre-
trained segmentation network to generate proper positions for
data augmentation. However, the network is trained on nat-
ural datasets and the discrepancy between aerial images and
natural images making the augmented data noisy and unde-
Algorithm 1 Non Max Merge
Input: Sorted bounding boxes B = {Bi}NBi=1, classes of the
bounding boxes, desired bounding box height hb and width
wb, non max merge threshold τ
Output: Merged clusters bounding boxes C
1: C = {}
2: for i← 1 to NB do
3: if Bi is visited then
4: continue
5: Flag Bi as visited
6: Ci ← RECENTER(Bi, hb, wb)
7: for j = i+ 1 to NB do
8: if IoU(Ci, Bj) > τ then
9: C ← C ∪ {Bj}
10: Flag Bj as visited
return C
sirable. In our work, we annotated the segmentation labels
for the aerial images, and fine-tuned the segmentation net-
works for aerial images, resulting in far better road maps.In
the experiment, we annotated about 500 images from the
aerial datasets, and use the fine-tuned model to predict the
segmentation results. In addition, we also provided add-on
masks of the ground truth to determine proper positions for
the augmented objects. MRM generates a pool of confusing
object images from the whole dataset. Objects are randomly
selected from this image pool and pasted to each input im-
age. Since the results of this segmentation network serve
as a mask, we named this augmentation component Mask
Re-sampling Module (MRM). As Figure 3 shows, the MRM
pipeline uses the segmentation network as a mask. It then
re-samples the confusing images from the image pool to syn-
thesize the augmented data. In the experiments, we collected
the confusing images from the training data and paste five
objects onto each image.
3.3 CPEN
The goal of CPEN is to train a model that can estimate high-
quality clusters of small objects. In previous work, (Yang
et al., 2019) proposed a k-means algorithm to generate the
ground truth of the clusters with each image having the same
number of the clusters. However, in aerial images, the num-
ber of the clusters can be non-identical because of the dif-
ference in camera perspective, shooting time and other situ-
ations. Therefore a fixed number of clusters is not a good
representative of all the situations. In this paper, we proposed
Non-maximum Merge (NMM) algorithm to adaptively gener-
ate different number of clusters for different images. Shown
in Algorithm 1, starting from the top-left boxes, we apply
a cluster Ci with size of (w, h) and merge all the small ob-
jects B in Ci. This process is repeated until all the objects are
merged. C is the set with all the clusters Ci. Note that some
objects may be cropped into two parts during the merge pro-
cess. Therefore, we set up a threshold τ to allow a slight over-
lap among the clusters. It could happen that the clusters may
go beyond the boundary of the original images. Under this
circumstance, the RECENTER function relocates the center
of Ci to ensure the whole cluster is still in the image. During
PR
Figure 4: An example of the position refinement to get rid of some
candidate clusters. In this example, we can get rid of 5 candidate
clusters from the top 10 prediction results.
the inference stage, we predict the topk center points of the
clusters. Some clusters may share a large overlap with others.
These candidate clusters will be removed by the position re-
finement (PR) operation. Figure 4 shows that the number of
the clusters is reduced from 10 to 5 after PR. It is evident that
PR helps to speed up the inference time while maintaining
good performance. The trade-off of performance and com-
putation time can be made by carefully choosing the value of
topk and the cluster overlap threshold τ .
3.4 FPEN
FPEN is inspired by the hierarchical classification from
YOLO9000 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2017), where a word tree
strategy is used to handle classes with CSP issues. In the
aerial dataset like visDrone (Zhu et al., 2018), the classes
have similar CSP problems. For example, people class and
pedestrian class share more similarities than people class
and cars class. Therefore, we propose a hierarchical loss
in our anchor-free detectors. The backbone network can be
any detectors in the CornerNet series (Law and Deng, 2018;
Zhou et al., 2019; Maninis et al., 2018). In our experiments,
we implemented our hierarchical loss based on CenterNet
(Zhou et al., 2019):
Lshm =
−1
N
∑{(1− Yˆ )αlog(Yˆ ) if Y = 1
(1− Y )β(Yˆ )αlog(1− Yˆ ) otherwise
(1)
Where Y ∈ [0, 1]WR ×HR×(C+Cs). W,H , and C represents
width, height and number of classes, respectively. R is the
ratio for down-sampling. Cs is the stacked classes. Followed
the setting in (Zhou et al., 2019), we set α = 2, β = 4
and R = 4. The settings of C and Cs are different for
each dataset. For example, in visDrone (Zhu et al., 2018),
C = 11 and Cs = 3 with additional classes of human, vehi-
cles and non-motor-vehicles. To generate the bounding box
from the predicted center points, we also implement a regres-
sion model with the Lwh and Loff :
Lwh =
1
N
N∑
k=1
|sˆk − sk| (2)
Loff =
1
N
∑
p
|Oˆp − ( p
R
− b p
R
c)| (3)
, where N is the total number of the centerpoints, and s rep-
resents the size of the bounding boxes. Therefore, the object
function can be summarized as follows:
L = λshmLshm + λwhLwh + λoffLoff (4)
In our experiments, we set λshm = 1, λwh = 0.1, λoff = 1.
Table 1: The comparison of the performance in visDrone
Methods AP[%] AP50[%] AP75[%]
RetineaNet (Lin et al., 2017b) 11.81 21.37 11.62
RefineDet (Zhang et al., 2018) 14.90 28.76 14.08
DetNet59 (Li et al., 2018) 15.26 29.23 14.34
FPN (Lin et al., 2017a) 16.51 32.20 14.91
Light-RCNN (Li et al., 2017) 16.53 32.78 15.13
CornetNet (Law and Deng, 2018) 17.41 34.12 15.78
Cascade-RCNN (Cai and Vasconcelos, 2018) 16.09 31.91 15.01
RRNet (Chen et al., 2019) 29.62 54.00 28.70
ClusDet (Yang et al., 2019) 32.4 56.2 31.6
CenterNet (Zhou et al., 2019) 14.2 19.3 15.5
CPEN+CenterNet (Zhou et al., 2019) 29.3 38.7 32.4
CPEN+FPEN 36.7 53.2 39.5
CPEN+FPEN+MRM 41.1 58.0 44.3
3.5 Results Fusion
Final outputs are generated by merging the detection results
from each cluster chip. To predict large objects, we feed-
forward original images using standard down-sampling oper-
ations. The merge process is a standard Non Maximum Sup-
pression. In some cases, an object may be cropped into two
parts in different clusters and therefore have multiple bound-
ing boxes. This can be fixed by merging the two bounding
boxes into one larger box.
4 Experiments
We implemented the proposed PENet on Pytorch 1.13. The
models are trained and tested with two RTX 2080Ti GPUs.
In the training phase, we trained our models for 200 epochs,
with the learning rate starting from 1.25e−4, decaying by 10
separately at epoch 90 and 120. Two public aerial image
datasets: visDrone (Zhu et al., 2018) and UAVDT (Du et al.,
2018) are used in our study. In visDrone, we chose Top10
cluster centers and chop the image chips into FPEN. We then
chose Top100 object center points for each image chip as
the detection results. Whereas in UAVDT, we chose top5 in
CPEN and top100 in FPEN. The maximum detected objects
is set to 500. The τ is set to 0.8 for all our experiments.We
configured the same settings from (Zhou et al., 2019) and
used maxpooling instead of standard NMS for evaluation.
Figure 5 shows a few examples of the outputs of PENet.
4.1 Evaluate Metrics
We adopted standard AP criterion from (Lin et al., 2014) to
evaluate the performance of our methods against other bench-
marks. AP is the average of all 10 IoU thresholds range from
[0.5 : 0.95] with step size of 0.05 of all classes. AP50 and
AP75 are computed with the IOU threshold set to 0.5, and
0.75 of all categories, respectively.
4.2 VisDrone
The datasets consists 6,471 training images and 548 valida-
tion images. Unfortunately, the server is shut down and we
were not able to evaluate our results on the test set. Instead,
validation set are used to evaluate different models. The
whole dataset contains 12 classes: ignored regions, pedes-
trian, person, bicycle, car, van, truck, tricycle, awning tri-
cycle, bus, motor, others. To implement hierarchical loss,
Table 2: The comparison of the performance in UAVDT
Methods AP[%] AP50[%] AP75[%]
SSD (Liu et al., 2016) 9.3 21.4 6.7
Faster-RCNN (Girshick, 2015) + FPN (Lin et al., 2017a) 11.0 23.4 8.4
ClusDet (Yang et al., 2019) 13.7 26.5 12.5
DREN (Zhang et al., 2019) 17.7 N/A N/A
LSN (Wang et al., 2019) 31.9 51.4 33.6
NDFT (Wu et al., 2019) 46.62 N/A N/A
CenterNet (Zhou et al., 2019) 23.5 41.0 24.5
CPEN + CenterNet (Zhou et al., 2019) 62.6 69.0 67.8
CPEN+MRM 67.3 76.3 74.6
we added three additional classes: Human, non-vehicles,
and vehicles. The average resolution of the images is about
2, 000× 1, 500. Table 1 shows CPEN improves 15% than the
baseline; FPEN has a 7% improvement; and MRM is seen
5% increasement. Our best model increased 8.7% in mAP
than the state-of-the-art detectors. It is worth noting that our
proposed PENet has better performance in AP75, indicating
that our predictions are closer to the ground truth. A possible
explanation for better results achieved by our model is that
our prediction is based on the center points of the object and
thus the predicted bounding boxes have bigger overlap with
the ground truth.
4.3 UAVDT
UAVDT is a video aerial dataset that contains three cate-
gories of objects: car, bus, and truck. It has 80,000 annotated
frames from 100 videos. The video sequences cover different
weather conditions, including daylights, night and fog. The
dataset also records from different perspectives, such as the
perspective of front, side or bird view. The resolution of the
frame is 1, 024 × 540 on average. The comparison of the
performance is shown in table 2. Comparing against existing
work, our best proposed PENet improves the performance by
20.6% than the state-of-the-art. One explanation is that the
previous work are anchor-based detectors. In such a chal-
lenging dataset with different weather conditions and distinct
shooting views, it is really difficult to find a limited num-
ber of prior anchors to represent all the object with different
sizes. The glamouring results proved that our point estima-
tion approach is a good fit for detecting small objects in high
resolution images.
4.4 Ablation Study
In this section, we perform an ablation study on the perfor-
mance of each component of PENet.
CPEN
CPEN uses the proposed NMM algorithm to adaptively gen-
erate the center points of the clusters. By providing more pre-
cise cluster chips, CPEN enjoys a significant improvement
over the baseline of CenterNet (Zhou et al., 2019). In vis-
Drone, CPEN improved by 15.1% compared to the baseline.
In UAVDT, CPEN improved 38.1%. From Table 3, the mAP
of class bicycle increased significantly from 1.94 to 18.96.
The great improvement indicates the importance of extracting
the clusters chips when detecting small object in aerial im-
ages. Note that the improvement comes from the high quality
cluster chips generated from our CPEN, and our CPEN can
be extended as an additional component for all other types of
Figure 5: Some visualization results from our PENet. The performance is good at finding both the small and large objects.
Table 3: Albation Study on VisDrone.
Methods prdestrain person bicycle car van truck tricycle awning tricycle bus motor
BaseLine 10.97 8.11 1.94 46.50 18.77 14.97 5.81 2.35 22.55 10.09
CPEN 37.43 22.24 18.96 60.78 31.59 22.29 16.88 8.55 45.99 27.82
CPEN + FPEN 43.46 28.03 22.35 67.42 43.47 33.41 28.23 13.09 49.34 38.29
CPEN + FPEN + MRM 47.84 34.53 26.45 72.29 45.30 37.23 31.37 17.14 54.16 44.35
CNN-based object detectors, including anchor-free detectors,
e.g. CenterNet (Zhou et al., 2019), as well as anchor-based
detectors, e.g. Faster-RCNN (Girshick, 2015), YOLO (Red-
mon et al., 2016) or SSD (Liu et al., 2016).
FPEN
FPEN employs hierarchical loss to address the CSP. Shown
in Table 1, it is seen a 7.4% improvement in AP. The improve-
ments of mAP in each category are also evaluated. Since
UAVDT data has only three categories, It is not very bene-
ficial to apply hierarchical loss. Results of visDrone dataset,
shown in Table 3, reveals that adding hierarchical loss can im-
prove the mAP for all the categories, especially those small
objects, e.g. bicycle and tricycle. The promising results
demonstrated the importance of addressing the CSP in CNN-
based detectors. Another noteworthy advantage is that hier-
archical loss makes it possible to train a model with multiple
different datasets. As a data-driven technique, more data from
different distribution will empower CNN-based detectors to
be more robust and to have better generalization ability.
MRM
As aforementioned, we extract the road maps and logistically
add instance patches. In the experiments, we added five in-
stances in each input image. Table 3 shows MRM improved
the mAP by up to 4.4% in the final performance of visDrone
data and 4.7% in UAVDT data. The results show the value
of augmenting data in improving the final performance. Note
that MRM is a generalized data augmentation approach and
can be implemented on other CNN-based object detectors as
an alternative of re-sampling modules.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel object detector PENet for
object dections in aerial image datasets. CPEN can estimate
the most relevant cluster chips. FPEN can predict the precise
location of small objects and address the importance of CSP
in detection tasks. MRM provides an alternative re-sampling
method as a data augmentation approach. Our experiments
showed that PENet achieved state-of-the-art performance in
two aerial imagery datasets, visDrone (Zhu et al., 2018) and
UAVDT (Du et al., 2018).
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